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TET2 stabilization by 14-3-3 binding to the phosphorylated
Serine 99 is deregulated by mutations in cancer
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Dear Editor,
The Ten-Eleven Translocation-2 (TET2) gene encodes an enzyme

that catalyzes the conversion of 5-methylcytosine (5mC) to 5-
hydroxymethylcytosine (5hmC), the key initial step in active DNA
demethylation.1,2 TET2 and 5hmC function cooperatively as
epigenetic tumor suppressors and are frequently deregulated in
cancer.2 We recently reported that TET2 is a bona fide substrate of
the AMP-activated kinase (AMPK), which phosphorylates
TET2 serine 99 (S99) at its non-catalytic N-terminal region.3 Under
normal glucose conditions, this post-translational modification
stabilizes the TET2 protein. Importantly, we have demonstrated
that in hyperglycemic conditions, S99 phosphorylation is
impaired, thereby destabilizing TET2 and inactivating its tumor
suppressive function.3 These findings unveiled a “phospho-switch”
that serves to regulate TET2 stability and identified a cellular
pathway by which adverse extracellular signals, including high
glucose, act to disable the “phospho-switch,” resulting in
increased cancer risk. However, the underlying molecular mechan-
isms through which the S99 phospho-switch protects
TET2 stability and how this regulatory mechanism is targeted by
cancer mutations are still unknown.
To date, more than 2000 TET2 mutations have been reported.4,5

Phosphorylation site-weighted Mutation Set Enrichment Analysis
(MSEA) revealed that the S99-centered region (defined as S99
flanking+ /−10aa) is one of 14 potential mutation clusters (peaks
1–14) on TET2 (Fig. 1a, dashed green box, here-in called “S99
phospho-switch cluster”. For detailed analysis and identification of
phosphorylation sites-enriched TET2 mutation clusters, please see
Supplementary information, Fig. S1a). We have previously
reported that the S99-centered region (S99+ /−10aa region)
contains one of the AMPK phosphorylation recognition motifs on
TET2.3 Motif analysis by Scansite revealed that the same region
(S99 flanking+ /−10aa) also possesses a highly conserved 14-3-3-
binding motif. In fact, S99 is the only putative 14-3-3 binding site
identified on the TET2 protein by the Scansite analysis with highly
stringent settings (Fig. 1a, green box; Supplementary information,
Fig. S1b). We therefore postulated that the S99 phospho-switch is
not only modulated by AMPK, but also a novel 14-3-3 recognition
site that mediates the interaction between TET2 and 14-3-3
proteins (Fig. 1b).
To explore the member(s) of 14-3-3 protein family that

potentially interact with TET2, we purified the TET2 complex from
HEK293T cells using the tandem-tagged purification (TAP)
approach. Proteomic analysis of the TET2 complex identified
previously reported TET2-interacting partners, such as OGT and
HDAC1, as well as an abundance of 14-3-3Z/D and 14-3-3E
proteins (Fig. 1c; Supplementary information, Table S1).6 This was
further confirmed through immunoblotting with 14-3-3 specific
antibodies (Supplementary information, Fig. S2a). We were unable
to detect 14-3-3 family proteins in TET1 or TET3 complexes
purified under the same experimental conditions (Fig. 1d and Data
not shown). Endogenous Tet2/14-3-3 association was also

confirmed using a Co-IP assay in mouse embryonic cells
(Supplementary information, Fig. S2b). Moreover, TET2 was
reciprocally co-immunoprecipitated by 14-3-3Z/D and 14-3-3E
(Supplementary information, Fig. S2c). Importantly, we deter-
mined that the N-terminus of TET2 is responsible for the specific
interaction between TET2 and 14-3-3 (Supplementary information,
Fig. S2d). In agreement with previous reports, we validated that a
small portion of 14-3-3 proteins are present in the cell nucleus
(Supplementary information, Fig. S3a, b).7 Importantly, we
observed enriched co-localization of TET2 and nuclear 14-3-3
proteins after treatment with an AMPK activator, A769662
(Supplementary information, Fig. S3b, c). These data demonstrate
that 14-3-3 family proteins interact with the N-terminus of TET2
and are previously unrecognized, integral components of the TET2
complex.
As 14-3-3 proteins are well-characterized phospho-reader

proteins,8 we set out to determine whether 14-3-3 is a TET2S99
phospho-reader protein. Shown in Supplementary information,
Fig. S4a, activation of AMPK by metformin significantly increased
the level of TET2pS99, and, concurrently, enhanced the interaction
between TET2 and 14-3-3. Conversely, inhibition of AMPK by a
well-characterized inhibitor, compound C, abolished the phos-
phorylation of TET2 on S99 and diminished the interaction
between TET2 and 14-3-3 (Supplementary information, Fig. S4b).
Consistent with these findings, knockdown of the α2 subunit of
the AMPK holoenzyme dramatically reduced the level of
TET2pS99. Consequently, the interaction between TET2 and 14-
3-3 family proteins was also significantly reduced (Supplementary
information, Fig. S4c). Using an in vitro phosphorylation-coupled
binding assay with purified recombinant TET2 and 14-3-3 proteins,
we demonstrated that the interaction between the two proteins is
direct and solely dependent on AMPK-catalyzed TET2pS99
(Supplementary information, Fig. S4d). To quantitatively deter-
mine the direct interaction between TET2 and 14-3-3, we next
used isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) to measure the binding
kinetics of the two partners. The ITC data showed that 14-3-3
preferentially binds to TET2pS99 peptides with a Kd of 0.81 μM,
whereas there is no measurable Kd for binding to unmodified
TET2S99 (Fig. 1e; Supplementary information, Fig. S5a–c; Supple-
mentary information, Table S2). To confirm that TET2pS99
represents the major 14-3-3 interacting moiety on TET2, we asked
whether a full-length TET2S99A mutant could still bind 14-3-3 in
cells. Using Co-IP, we verified that the S99A mutation disrupted
the interaction between TET2 and 14-3-3Z/D, whereas the
association with OGT was unaltered (Fig. 1f). Collectively, these
data demonstrate that S99 phosphorylation, catalyzed by AMPK, is
necessary and sufficient to mediate the direct interaction between
TET2 and 14-3-3.
Studies have suggested that a “phospho-switch” imparted by a

specific phosphorylation site and 14-3-3 binding plays a critical role in
regulating protein stability.8 To uncover the functional importance of
14-3-3 in protecting the stability of TET2, we treated cells with two
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different 14-3-3 inhibitors that effectively disrupt interactions between
14-3-3 family proteins and their phosphorylated binding partners.9

Inhibitor treatment did not reduce S99 phosphorylation (Supplemen-
tary information, Fig. S5d). Nonetheless, we found that both inhibitors
significantly reduced TET2WT levels in cells, with only a marginal

effect on the TET2S99A mutant protein, as it was not protected by 14-
3-3 and its basal level was already very low (Fig. 1g). Consistently,
TET2 protein level dramatically decreases after 14-3-3Z/D knockdown,
suggesting that 14-3-3Z/D is critical for safeguarding the steady-state
level of TET2 proteins (Supplementary information, Fig. S5e, f).
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The “S99 phospho-switch cluster” harbors several recurrent
mutations, including the reported G92E, R96C, T97I, P101H, P101T,
S102_L103 > F (SLF), and L103V mutations (Supplementary
information, Fig. S6a). We have identified that a few of the
naturally mutated residues are involved in AMPK recognition and
14-3-3 binding. R96 and L103 are critical sites for AMPK
recognition, while R96, T97, and P101 are believed to play a role
in 14-3-3 binding.8,10 We created TET2 mutant proteins carrying
these mutations and examined their stability and interaction with
14-3-3 in cells. Similar to TET2WT, the mutant proteins all localized
to the nucleus (Supplementary information, Fig. S6b). However,
when critical 14-3-3-binding sites, such as T97 and P101 were
mutated, both S99 phosphorylation and the interaction between
14-3-3 and TET2 mutants were largely abolished. In contrast,
mutations that did not disrupt AMPK and/or 14-3-3 recognition,
such as G92E, S104A or the catalytic inactive mutant (H1382RD1384 >
Y1382RA1384), had little impact on S99 phosphorylation or the TET2/
14-3-3 interaction (Fig. 1h). Moreover, the half-lives of 14-3-3
binding-defective mutants, such as S102_L103 > F (SLF) and
P101H, were shorter than that of the WT (Fig. 1i). Nevertheless,
as predicted, when the cells were treated with calpain inhibitor,
which reverts the instability of the S99A mutant protein as shown
previously, the level of SLF and P101H mutant proteins were
significantly restored.
In summary, this study reports a novel finding that 14-3-3

proteins are TET2pS99 phospho-readers that bind to S99-
phosphorylated TET2 and are crucial in governing the TET2S99
phospho-switch. We propose that the interaction of 14-3-3 with
TET2pS99 stabilizes the tumor suppressor and this stabilization is
likely one of the underlying molecular mechanisms by which the
TET2 protein is protected from the calpain protease-mediated
degradation. TET2 mutations in the “S99 phospho-switch cluster”,
a region that is critical for 14-3-3 binding, abolish the interaction
between the proteins, thereby promoting TET2 instability.
Additionally, calpain inhibitor treatment reverts TET2 instability
arising from mutations in the “S99 phospho-switch” cluster. Thus,
this study lays the groundwork for future clinical investigation of
cancer therapeutics targeting the S99 phospho-switch mutation
cluster.
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Fig. 1 A cancer mutation cluster flanking TET2 Serine 99 disrupts its interaction with 14-3-3 and leads to TET2 destabilization. a A
superimposed schematic map of phosphorylation-associated cancer mutation clusters on TET2. The blue line indicates 8 possible
phosphorylation “islands” in TET2 (peaks a–h). The red line depicts 14 possible cancer mutation clusters spanning the TET2 coding region
identified by conventional mutation enrichment analysis. The green dashed box indicates the S99 cluster. Conserved 14-3-3 binding motif was
shown in a green box. b Diagram of possible model for TET2/14-3-3 interaction through the phosphorylated S99 modulated by AMPK. c Silver
staining of the Flag:HA-tandem-purified TET2 complex and proteomic analysis of the TET2 complex. d Differential association of 14-3-3 with
the TET1 and TET2 complexes. TET2, but not TET1 specifically interacts with 14-3-3 family members. e Differential kinetics of TET2S99 and
TET2pS99 peptide binding to 14-3-3 was determined by ITC. f The TET2 S99A mutation abolishes the direct TET2/14-3-3 interaction.
g Disruption of 14-3-3/TET2 interaction by 14-3-3 inhibitor treatment reduces TET2 protein level. h Characterization of the functional effect of
the S99 cluster mutants on the association between TET2 and 14-3-3 proteins. i Half-life measurements indicate that mutations in the S99
cluster accelerate TET2 turn-over. Technical note: The steady state of TET2 would be impaired either by the S99A mutation or downregulation
of AMPK as we have previously shown.3 To ensure that the greatly diminished level of 14-3-3/TET2 interaction is due to the mutation or lack of
AMPK-mediated S99 phosphorylation, but not caused by the total protein level that was dramatically reduced, the cells used for Co-IP to
examine the 14-3-3/TET2 interaction were additionally pre-treated with calpain inhibitors to protect TET2 protein from degradation. To have a
comparable amount of total WT and mutant TET2 to begin with for the co-IP, the DNA amounts of the mutant or WT TET2 expression vectors
for transient transfection may also be adjusted according to the actual WT or mutant protein overexpressed. This technical note also applies to
the Supplementary information, Fig. S4b, c
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